59-1160 Biological Microscope WK3. Wolfe, Monocular. Equipped with 10X Huyghen eyepiece, 10X (N.A. 0.30) and 45X (N.A. 0.65) parfocal achromatic objectives, spring-loaded 100X (N.A. 1.30) oil immersion achromatic objective, oversized stage and stage clips, N.A. 1.40 Abbe condenser with rack and pinion, iris diaphragm, filter holder, and plane-concave mirror. With plastic dust cover. Each ........ $192.00; 5 or more, each ........ $172.80

Carolina Biological Supply Company
Burlington, North Carolina 27215

Carolina Biological Supply Company
Powell Laboratories Division
Gladstone, Oregon 97027

515 Market Street 3101 Broadway, N. E.

Home Federal Savings
And
Loan Association

Knoxville, Tennessee
Insured 41/2% Savings

Four Convenient Locations
3001 Magnolia Ave. N. E.
5801 Kingston Pike, N. W.

Best Wishes to the

TENNESSEE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE

THANKS—to the hundreds of University, College, and High School biology teachers who have helped us to become a successful Biological Supply Co.

OUR GUARANTEE
"If our living and preserved materials do not HIGHLY PLEASE you, you are fully authorized to adjust the invoice to your complete satisfaction."

TRY US FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS OF LIVING AND PRESERVED ZOOLOGICAL MATERIAL

SOUTHERN BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY CO.
McKenzie, Tennessee 38201
Phone: Area Code 901; 352-3000

NASHVILLE SURGICAL SUPPLY COMPANY
1911 Church Street
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37202

- LABORATORY SUPPLIES
- MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES
- DISSECTING INSTRUMENTS
- CHEMICALS
- REAGENTS AND SOLUTIONS

Your only complete source for all your basic laboratory and diagnostic needs.
From YOUR
University Press...
readable, reliable
science studies

Natural history studies by Arthur Stupka

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODY VINES
OF GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS
NATIONAL PARK

"For the layman who enjoys the Canada-to-Mid-South range of forest giants in the Great Smokies it is a thriller... the scientist will appreciate Stupka care on index, glossary, separate keys to trees, shrubs, and woody vines"—Greensboro Daily News. 196 pp. (24 illus.), paper, $2.75.

NOTES ON THE BIRDS OF GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK

"It is difficult to avoid unrestrained praise for this checklist!"—Wilson Bulletin. "It's a delightful book"—Saturday Review. 256 pp., paper, $3.00.

SUMMER KEY TO TENNESSEE TREES

by R. E. Stanks and A. J. Sharp

Key encompasses all trees known to be native or naturalized in Tennessee. 24 pp., paper, 50c.

GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS
WILDFLOWERS ENLARGED EDITION

"Will delight anyone who loves flowers or who admires excellent photography. It is non-technical but botanically correct"—Frontiers. "Color plates (127) are superb"—Popular Gardening. 88 pp., paper, spiral binding, $1.75.

NORTH AMERICAN SPECIES OF HYGROPHORUS

by L. R. Hesler and A. H. Smith

“A notable contribution to the literature on agarics”—Mycologia. 432 pp. (127 illus.), cloth, $12.00.

EVA: AN ARCHAIC SITE

"Will be referred to in all future evaluations of the Archaic in the Southeast... throws considerable light into at least one dark corner of prehistory"—American Antiquity. 188 pp. (72 plates), paper, $3.00.

HIWASSEE ISLAND

"The illustrations (119 plates, 5 maps and numerous text figures) are splendid. These alone would give an excellent understanding of Southeastern archaeology"—The World in Books. 316 pp., paper, $5.50.

TRIBES THAT SLUMBER:

Indians of the Tennessee Region

"Sets a high standard for popular writing on American archaeology"—Science. 208 pp. (133 illus.), cloth, $5.50; paper, $3.95.

MUSHROOMS OF THE GREAT SMOKIES:

A Field Guide to Some Mushrooms and Their Relatives

by L. R. Hesler

"A must for mushroom hunters"—American Biology Teacher. "The most wonderful feature is the more than 200 beautiful pictures of almost natural size illustrating the species"—Journal of Japanese Botany. Cloth, $5.50.

(Special to teachers of science, $4.40 postpaid)

LECTURES IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES